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Abstract

work, notably Distance and Density based Protein Indexing
(DDPIn), applies MDI to protein models based on the ge-

Observed protein structures usually represent energetically

ometry of the Cα backbone. DDPIn’s distance metrics

favorable conformations. While not all observed structures

are based on radial and density functions that incorporate

are necessarily functional, it is generally agreed that pro-

spherical-based metrics, and the indices are built from met-

tein structure is closely related to protein function. Given

ric tree (M-tree) structures.

a collection of proteins sharing a common global structure,

This work combines DCRR with DDPIn for the develop-

variations in their local structures at specific, critical loca-

ment of new DCRR centroid-based metrics: spherical bin-

tions may result in different biological functions. Structural

ning distance and inter-centroid spherical distance. The use

relationships among proteins are important in the study of

of DCRR models will provide additional significant struc-

the evolution of proteins as well as in drug design and de-

tural information via the inclusion of side-chain centroids.

velopment.

Additionally, the newly developed distance metric functions

Analysis of geometrical 3D protein structure has been

combined with DCRR and M-tree indexing attempt to im-

shown to be effective with respect to classifying proteins.

prove upon the performance of prior work (DDPIn), given

Prior work has shown that the Double Centroid Reduced

the same data set, with respect to both individual k-nearest

Representation (DCRR) model is a useful geometric repre-

neighbor (kNN) search queries as well as clustering all pro-

sentation for protein structure with respect to visual mod-

teins in the index.

els, reducing the quantity of modeled information for each
amino acid, yet retaining the most important geometrical

1. Background

and chemical features of each: the centroids of the backbone and of the side-chain. DCRR has not yet been applied

In a biological system a protein’s structure, at the atomic

in the calculation of geometric structural similarity.

level, determines its function. Therefore it is useful to com-

Meanwhile, multi-dimensional indexing (MDI) of pro-

pare proteins at a structural level to gain insight into the

tein structure combines protein structural analysis with dis-

role that a protein plays within a particular biological set-

tance metrics to facilitate structural similarity queries and

ting. Proteins are often classified and grouped according

is also used for clustering protein structures into related

to specific structural properties, sometimes in an automated

groups.

fashion and at other times via manual curation.

In this respect, the combination of geometric

Protein structure is often described either in linear (pri-

models with MDI has been shown to be effective. Prior
1

mary sequence) or more complex terms (secondary, tertiary,
quaternary, 3D). Although it can be useful in determining
protein function, protein sequence can vary widely among
structurally similar proteins, and even more so for distantly
Figure 1: Chemical structure of an amino acid. The α represents

related proteins with large structure variations. Higher lev-

the Cα atom, the R symbol represents the R-group, or side-chain

els of protein structure are accessible in three-dimensional

structure attached to the amino acid. When the R group is present,

space, and in such space the relative proximity among vari-

Cβ is in the R position.

ous protein components becomes important for understanding protein function. This work focuses on protein 3D strucnates for each residue. A DCRR model represents a protein
ture.
structure using centroids, where the centroids are modeled
Various methods have been proposed for navigating pro-

from the backbone (Ψbb ) and side-chain (Ψsc ) atoms for

tein structure in 3D space, most of which tend to focus

every amino acid. Given that the number of elements in a

on the location, and relative positions of the Cα and Cβ

DCRR model is greater than that of a purely Cα (or Cβ )

atoms (see Figure 1). For example, Sequential Structure

model, more information is available for structural analy-

Alignment Program (SSAP) [1] operates using Cβ distance

sis. The fact that less information is available in DCRR

vectors to compute protein alignments. Another popular

than that of an all-atom model should not pose a problem

method, Combinatorial Extension (CE) [2], groups protein

for analysis: protein structure analysis tools have been rel-

residues into aligned fragment pairs (AFPs) and for each

atively successful in obtaining good results with less data

AFP substructure calculates a set of distances between the

than DCRR provides. DCRR should provide just enough

Cα atoms. The substructures are compared and extended

information to allow protein structure analysis tools to pro-

(based on these distance distributions) in a manner that min-

duce even better results than when those tools operate on

imizes one of several distance metrics. The authors of CE

purely Cα or Cβ models.

note that the method lacks support for “... non-topological
similarities, where the order of polypeptide fragments in the

1.1. Viewpoints

structure does not follow their order in the sequence” [2].

Protein structure comparison may be likened to other types

Other tools operate on an all-atom representation, meaning

of general shape comparison. Recent work points to a sin-

that every atom of the protein is taken into consideration for

gle viewpoint perspective, wherein the structure is centered

analysis. As opposed to all-atom-based methods, tools that

at the origin in ℜ3 according to its center-of-mass [4] [5].

use reduced model representations have been successful in

Such algorithms are typically looking to compare global

several aspects of protein analysis, modeling, and visualiza-

shape structure. Some of these algorithms attempt to nor-

tion.

malize the rotation of the shape around its center of mass,

One such reduced representation is DCRR [3], which is

because the extracted features used for comparison are sen-

constructed from the backbone and side-chain atom coordi-

sitive to initial rotation [6] [7]. This normalization process
2

can be error-prone, and prior experiments have shown that

1.2. Viewpoint Semantics

similar objects, which are relatively star-shaped, can be dif-

DDPIn [10] extends the multiple viewpoint concept by ex-

ficult to normalize in a consistent manner.

tracting several feature sets simultaneously. The features

Two or more shapes are sometimes compared simulta-

form the basis of a metric search space that is navigable via

neously [8] [9], and many algorithms exist which attempt

kNN-based queries (a good reference for kNN and related

to minimize the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of

classification techniques is [11]). The algorithms used to

the distance between analogous points among several struc-

extract features in DDPIn are referred to as viewpoint se-

tures. In doing so, the structures are aligned and overlapped

mantics. A combination of variable and fixed length radial

in ℜ3 . Such algorithms are useful for proteins which share

semantics (sRad and sDens) provided the best results.

highly similar, common core shape patterns but show weak-

In DDPIn, the set of all the feature variables {xi }ni=0

ness when comparing more distantly related shape struc-

for each of the n concentric spheres centered at a particular

tures.

viewpoint (Ψx ) form the feature vector for that centroid.
Given:

Another class of approaches work with a multiple viewrad(xi ) : distance from Ψx to edge of ith sphere


rad(xi ) − rad(xi−1 ) i > 0
width(xi ) :

rad(x )
i=0
0

point perspective. SSAP is the basis of a family of very successful protein structure analysis tools: it uses a combination of Dynamic Programming (DP) and Cβ atom position
to compute features for each residue in the protein. In the

dens(xi ) : sum of residues in ith ring

SSAP model, each reside provides a viewpoint for feature
extraction and the features are rotationally invariant. Vari-

Variable length radius semantics (sRad) are defined as:

ants of SSAP have been implemented that optimize search
∀i, j : dens(xi ) = dens(xj ) = pΨc

speed as well as perform multiple structure alignments.

∀i, j : Pix = rad(xi )

Prior, in-house experimentation has shown that there is a
significant amount of information in the radial coordinate of

where pΨc is some percentage of all the centroids of class

protein shape data when the protein is centered at the origin

c in the protein structure and P x is the feature vector ex-

according to its geometric center and modeled in spherical

tracted using the sRad semantic.

space. Variants of both single- and multiple-viewpoint al-

Fixed length radius semantics (sDens) are defined as:

gorithms make use of radial information in different ways.

∀i, j : width(xi ) = width(xj ) = w

One common pattern seems to be the construction of con-

∀i : Pix = dens(xi )

centric spheres around a viewpoint, and then sampling the
space between the spheres (or in the case of the inner-most

where w is some fixed radius width and P x is the feature

sphere, sampling the entire sphere). Such samples then

vector extracted using the sDens semantic.
For example, given the protein strand and viewpoint cen-

form the basis of a data set from which features are ex-

troid x as illustrated in Figure 3(A), the sDens semantic

tracted.
3

would generate feature vector P x = (1, 9, 3) for i ∈ [0..2].

Rong Li et al. explore various distance metrics for comparing data sets and have settled on the Wasserstein met-

1.3. Distance

ric as the most appropriate [12]. According to their work,

The authors of DDPIn utilized L2 and weighted-L2 met-

Wasserstein distance may be computed as the average pairwise distance when the sizes of the data sets are the same

rics to compute the distance between feature sets. Weights

and the sets consist of scalar data points:
n
1X
d(X, Y ) =
d(x(i) , y(i) )
n i=1

for the weighted-L2 metrics were multiplied by each partial
difference in normal L2 calculation. The weights that gave
greater emphasis to closer regions (vs. those more distant)

where X and Y are data sets, ({x(i) }ni=1 , {y(i) }ni=1 ) are

were more successful.

ranked values of (X, Y ), and d(·, ·) is some distance func-

Given weight vector w and vector δ that contains the

tion. When X, Y are sets of vectors the average minimum

squares of the differences between equal length vectors P x

pairwise distance can be used to compute their difference:
n
1X
d(x(i) , y(i) )
(4)
d(X, Y ) = min
I∈I n
i=1

y

and P :
L2weighted (x, y) =

√
wT · δ

(1)

where I is the set of all possible permutations of Y , I ∈ I

Given D, a number of dimensions less than or equal to

is a single permutation of Y yielding {y(i) }ni=1 , and d(·, ·) is

x

|P |, vector w is calculated as follows:

some distance function (Lp norm is recommended in [12]).

wi = log (D − i + 2) , i ∈ 1...D

Again, X and Y must be equivalent.

(2)

In the case that X and Y are not equivalent, the more
general form of Wasserstein distance (Lp ) may be applied

DDPIn uses the following scoring function when deter-

(for p = 1, 2):

mining the structural similarity of a single query protein q
against a previously indexed protein p:

s(p, q) =










|Ψq |−1 |Ψp |−1 
X X 
i=0

j=0












(3)

l1 (F, G) =

Z

1

Z

1

0

k − log(z), z ∈ 1...k,

l22 (F, G) =

if P p̂ ∈ N N (P q̂ ),

0

|F −1 (t) − G−1 (t)|dt


2
F −1 (t) − G−1 (t) dt

(5)
(6)

where F and G are cumulative distribution function (CDF)s
of independent random variables. F −1 and G−1 are quan-

0,

tile functions:

otherwise

F (x) = P r(X ≤ x) = f

where |Ψp | and |Ψq | indicate the number of centroids being

F −1 (f ) = inf{x ∈ ℜ : f ≤ F (x)}

evaluated for proteins p and q, p̂ = Ψp(j) and q̂ = Ψq(i)
indicate the centroids at indices j and i for proteins p and q,

(7)
(8)

for any probability f , 0 < f < 1.

x

N N (x) is the set of nearest-neighbors for viewpoint P , k
is the size of the set and z is the relative index of P p̂ in the

1.4. M-tree

set. Higher s scores indicate a more likely match between

Metric access methods (MAMs) permit efficient exploration

proteins p and q.

of a metric space through the use of index structures and
4

distance metric functions, allowing large parts of the space

tree nodes contain, at most, two data objects along with

to be excluded during search operations. MAMs have been

a fixed or variable number of other child nodes (different

successfully applied in several contexts and remain relevant

configurations can use fixed or variable numbers of child

to those of a biological nature [13] [14]. Notably, the M-

nodes). These two objects, or pivots, are used to slice a

tree [15] structure can provide a reasonably good method

search space into non-overlapping searchable regions. The

of clustering multidimensional data sets using appropriate

non-overlapping regions are particularly useful to the search

distance metrics. The user of the M-tree is typically respon-

algorithm, which optimizes the order in which such regions

sible for providing the distance metric algorithm. Nearest

are visited in order to eliminate unnecessary distance calcu-

neighbor and range queries are the most useful query types

lations. An implementation of the onion-tree source code is

satisfied by M-tree structures.

currently available online [20].

M-tree nodes can be classified as either being leaf or non-

1.5. Partitioning Algorithms

leaf. Non-leaf nodes contain routing information that allows
This work will utilize a new method of partitioning, or bin-

search algorithms to limit the scope of their processing to

ning the surface of a sphere. Two approaches were initially

only the most relevant nodes. Leaf nodes contain the infor-

investigated:

mation in the data set. As data objects are added to the Mtree, the distance algorithm is repeatedly applied, along with

1. Partition the surface of a sphere by slicing at regular

non-leaf routing information, to organize the new data ob-

intervals of φ and θ, and also;

jects appropriately (adds each data object to the leaf with the

2. Center the sphere at the origin in 3D Euclidean space,

nearest neighbors). It has been previously reported [16] that

slice along the x, y and z axis to create eight wedges

overlap between leaf nodes can cause inefficiencies in the

(the surface of each wedge is spherical triangle), and

search space, however the optimization of leaf node overlap

then recursively subdivide the resulting spherical tri-

will not be addressed here.

angles by connecting the midpoints of each arc.

The primary interest of this work is the multidimensional

The first approach, polar binning, is suggested by Reyes

indexing and clustering capabilities of the M-tree. In [10]

and, admittedly, it suffers from non-uniform bin sizes [21].

the authors use M-trees to create indices of protein structure

As a work-around, the author suggests normalizing bin val-

features and show that M-tree performance can be accept-

ues by computing bin density, dividing the initial bin value

able for protein structure queries based on multiple view-

by the area of the bin. However, the gross differences, espe-

point semantics. At least two implementations of M-tree

cially at the poles, in bin size result in a very non-uniform

are currently freely available [17] [18].

sampling of the spherical surface and could therefore introduce artifacts into differencing algorithms, even when nor-

Related to the M-tree is the onion-tree structure [19].

malized by bin area.

The onion-tree is an in-memory (vs. on-disk) MAM index designed to minimize the number of distance calcula-

The second approach resulted in non-uniform spherical

tions required for kNN and range-based queries. All onion-

triangles. Consider the unit sphere, bisected along each
5

is significantly larger than the prior three with sides of

1000

Per−Tile Surface Area of Sphere, radius = 3

(1.0472,1.0472,1.0472) radians.

800

rhombic, lvl 4, 1 proj
rhombic, lvl 4, m proj
icosa, lvl 4, 1 proj
icosa, lvl 4, m proj
polar, ∆ φ =3, ∆ θ =3

Next, the investigation focused on polyhedrons, the idea
being that the vertices of polyhedrons could be projected to

0.4

the surface of a sphere to create a mesh. Polyhedrons with

0.2

equilateral polygonal faces are convenient to work with because each face may be subdivided into child faces that re-

400

0.0

Density

600

Coefficient of Variation

Per−Tile Surface Area, Polar

imentation, equilateral quadrilateral polygon faces showed
the highest degree of uniformity when recursively projected

0.0

200

Density
1.0 2.0

tain the equilateral properties of their parent. Though exper-

0.4

0.8

and subdivided.

0

0.0

0.010

0.015

0.020

0.025

0.030

0.035

0.040

Both the icosahedron (equilateral triangle faces) and the

Surface Area / Tile

rhombic triacontahedron (rhombic faces) were examined in
Figure 2: Observe that the rhombic mesh using multiple iterations

detail. The best way to subdivide an equilateral triangle

of bisection/projection has the tallest, densest peak (red, longest

into four smaller equilateral triangles is to connect the mid-

dashes), yielding the most uniform tiles. Meshes generated from

points of each of the sides of the sides of the triangle. An

icosahedrons provided less uniform tiles. Polar binning gener-

easily observed problem with this approach is that upon re-

ates least uniform tiles (flat distribution, sparse orange, dotted line

cursive projection and subdivision, the resulting triangular

along the bottom), A : [0.0167,0.940]. The number of tiles for the

faces toward the center of the original polyhedron face berhombic, triangle and polar meshes are 7680, 5120 and 7320 re-

come much larger in area than those triangular faces near

spectively. For each polyhedron-derived mesh, iterations of bisec-

the corners of the original face. Equilateral quadrilaterals

tion/projection provided more uniform tile sizes. The coefficient of
is lowest (best, 0.028) for the rhombic mesh,

suffer less from this phenomenon due to the fact that the

level 4, multi-bisection/projection algorithm; it’s highest (worst,

center portion of the face is shared more equally by the

0.481) for polar binning mesh.

child faces derived from the projection/subdivision process,

variation cv =

σ
µ

so that when projected to a spherical surface, the area of the
child faces is much more uniform.
plane in ℜ3 to form eight initial wedges. The spherical

Thus, it is the later of the polyhedron forms that seems to

triangles at the surface of the initial wedges are uniform,

give the most consistent, uniform bin sizes when subjected

the sides of each being 1.5708 radians. After one itera-

to the following binning process:

tion of subdivision, each of the original wedges contains
four smaller wedges. The smaller wedges are not consis-

1. Begin with a rhombic triacontahedron (convex polyhe-

tently uniform, three of them are isosceles (the smallest

dron, 30 faces, each face a rhombus);

wedges in each corner of the parent wedge) with sides of

2. surround the polyhedron with a sphere;

(0.7854, 0.7854, 1.0472) radians, and the central wedge

3. recursively apply the following steps:
6

(a) project all vertices of the polyhedral lattice to the

ponentially. This becomes a problem since ray/quad-tile in-

surface of the surrounding sphere, then;

tersection is an expensive operation.

(b) bisect each face of the polyhedron twice to create

The first optimization addresses this problem. The basic

four nearly identical, nearly rhombic child faces

premise is to, for each ray, search only the child nodes of the

from each original face.

parent node that is intersected by the ray. This optimization
is only effective if the original quad-tiles are sub-divided.

Three or more levels of recursion will result in at least thousands of bins, the surface areas of each bin being very sim-

However, it is possible to extend the optimization such

ilar to each other. The resulting bins form a spherical mesh

that the top-level quad-tiles are grouped into super-root

that is easily scaled by manipulating the radial coefficient

nodes.

of each vertex (assume spherical coordinates).

cases even where the original quad-tiles have not been sub-

This super-root optimization can be applied in

Of further interest to readers may be Kulikowski’s Theo-

divided. When building the rhombic polyhedron, it is pos-

rem [22], which deals with identifying an arbitrary number

sible to overlay a tetrahedron in the same geometrical space

of lattice points along the surface of the sphere.

such that the tetrahedron shares its vertices with those of
the rhombic polyhedron. The triangular faces of the over-

1.6. Quad Trees

laid tetrahedron will overlap a subset of the faces of the

The process of reducing a spherical surface to trixels, as

rhombic polyhedron. Each tetrahedral face thus defines

described by Fekete, leverages an icosahedron for the ini-

boundaries for grouping the rhombic faces into super-roots:

tial triangulation of the surface [23]. Instead of trixels, this

If a projected ray intersects a particular tetrahedral face

work leverages the rhombic faces described in the prior sec-

(super-root) then it also must intersect one of the overlap-

tion. Thus, each rhombic face becomes a node in the quad

ping rhombic faces. This allows the algorithm to limit the

tree, capable of holding exactly four child nodes if and when

number of root quad-tiles that are checked for ray intersec-

it is sub-divided. The polyhedral structure described above,

tion by only checking those tiles that overlap with the inter-

when combined with quad tree mechanics, offers several

sected super-root.

opportunities for optimization.

Another optimization is related to the process of quanti-

First, it is important to map the the geometric center of

fying the number of intersections per quad-tile. The number

the polyhedron and the geometric center of the protein to

of intersections per quad-tile is important for the calculation

the same origin. Next, each centroid is modeled as a ray,

of ray density per quad-tile. Every time a ray intersects a

originating at the geometric origin and passing through the

leaf node of the quad-tree, the density for that leaf node in-

centroid. Every projected centroid ray will intersect a sin-

creases by one. Every time a node (parent or child) density

gle rhombic face, or quad-tile, regardless of the number of

value is increased, the density of that node’s parent is also

times each original quad-tile has been sub-divided. How-

increased. By tracking node densities in this manner it be-

ever, as the number of rhombic sub-divisions increases, the

comes possible to optimize algorithms that use node density

number of tiles that could possibly be evaluated grows ex-

by pruning parent nodes with density values of zero, saving
7

the cost of visiting all the empty, descendant child nodes.

good as, or better than existing models. The “gold standard” reference used to assess classification performance is

1.7. Quaternions

Structural Classification Of Proteins (SCOP) [24], a manu-

A quaternion exists in four-dimensional space H, three

ally curated collection of structural classifications.

of which are imaginary. Quaternions may be written as

To leverage the additional information provided by

w + ix + jy + kz where w is real, and i, j, k imaginary

DCRR, several new protein structure comparison methods

coefficients of x, y, z. The primary use of quaternions in

are developed. The focus of these methods is to calculate

this work is for simplified rotation in ℜ3 about an arbitrary

distance metrics in order to quantitatively describe the dif-

axis. Given a normalized vector as an axis, ~n and an angle

ferences between two protein structures. These methods are

of rotation θ, quaternion q and its conjugate q ′ may con-

pluggable components in the context of a protein structure

structed as:

analysis pipeline. Some of the new methods are used for
indexing protein structures, while others are used for align-

 

 

 
θ
θ
θ
+ i nx sin
+ j ny sin
2
2
2

 
θ
+ k nz sin
2
 

 

 
θ
θ
θ
q ′ = cos
− i nx sin
− j ny sin
2
2
2

 
θ
− k nz sin
2
q = cos

ment in the voting process.

2.1. Protein Data Set
This work uses a protein data set constructed in a manner
similar to that of prior experiments in order to facilitate a
comparison of relative strength/weakness, with regard to
classification power, between this and prior implementa-

The process for rotating a point p (in Cartesian space)

tions. The construction of the list is formally described by

around axis ~n for θ radians (to yield p1 ) is as follows:

Camoglu et al. [25] and is repeated here for ease of refer-

1. Convert p into quaternion form p̃:

ence:

p̃ = 0 + ipx + jpy + kpz
2. Perform the rotation : p̃1 = q · p̃ · q ′

1. Build a working set W of proteins belonging to one of
the following SCOP classes: all-α, all-β, α+β, α/β.

T

3. Convert p̃1 into Euclidean form : p1 = [p̃1x p̃1y p̃1z ]

2. Choose SCOP superfamilies S that have at least ten
proteins in W (S1 , S2 ..Sx ).

2. Methods

3. Build a working set W1 by sampling ten proteins from
the set of each superfamily (Sn ).

This research intends to show that DCRR models can be

4. Then build a query set Q1 by picking a random protein

useful for protein structure comparison and classification

from each Sn not already in W1 .

when such models are paired with appropriate structural
distance metric functions and classification methods. The

Query proteins are not chosen at random, but instead are

use of the additional information provided by DCRR mod-

reused from prior work [25]. The list of proteins in Q1 ap-

els (vs. pure Cα or Cβ ) will attempt to provide results as

pears in Table 6. The proteins of W1 are chosen at random
8

Since DCRR models provide more interesting locations

(A)

along the chain to sample from (both the Ψbb and Ψsc centroids), this experiment will vary both the origin centroid

x
i=0

and the sampled centroids in order to generate different in-

i=1

dices. The data sets (origin centroid, sampled centroids) are

i=2

generated from the following permutations of the DCRR
a4

14

15

0

a2
2

13

3

11

4

10
i=1

(C)

a6

DDPIn explored the use of various semantics for feature

a7
a0

extraction, the most useful being sRad and sDens. This

5
9

(B)

a5

a1

12

model (Ψbb , Ψbb ), (Ψsc , Ψsc ) and (Ψbb +Ψsc ,Ψbb +Ψsc ).

a3

1

8

7

6
(D)

experiment reuses the sRad semantic, in part to validate the

i=1

i=1

integrity of the experimental setup and also to provide inFigure 3: 2D example of feature extraction of value Pix , where x

sight into the information gained by introducing additional

indicates Ψx and i = 1 identifies the current sphere (or circle in

side-chain centroids in the viewpoint model. Like DDPIn,

this case) under analysis. Initial protein centroids are partitioned

a weighted L2 distance metric is applied to calculate the

according to concentric spheres (A), then projected to the surface

similarity between viewpoint features.

of the nearest outer sphere (B). Different feature extraction methods analyze distribution of centroids in different ways: binning

In addition to the sRad semantic above, this experiment

(C), and distance (D). (D) shows a subset of the arcs in the set of

introduces several new semantics that attempt to produce

spherical distances used for some semantics.

results as good as, or better than the best DDPIn semantics.
Several semantics may be derived by projecting the sam-

and little data cleaning is applied in the process of selection

pled centroids to the surface of the nearest outer concentric

- only proteins without any computable centroids are elim-

sphere and analyzing the resulting spherical distributions in

inated. SCOP version 1.75 is used as the gold standard of

different ways. Several forms of variable-length radial anal-

protein structure classification; all classification results are

yses are applied. Feature vectors are constructed from:

compared to this version.
• sSumDist: the sum of the spherical distances between all projected points, and;

2.2. Semantics

• sN ormDist: a normalized spherical distance be-

As in DDPIn this experiment will leverage multiple view-

tween all projected points, using an arithmetic or ge-

points along the protein chain to derive indexed feature sets

ometric mean.

for the purposes of structural comparison [10]. A viewpoint

Assuming spherical coordinates (ρ, φ, θ), the spherical

semantic is a method for extracting a feature from a partic-

distance between two points (s, f ) where ρs = ρf may be

ular viewpoint. Each semantic requires at least two inputs:

represented as ρ∆σ̂(s, f ), where:

the origin of the viewpoint and the locations of the centroids
∆σ̂ = arccos (sin φs sin φf + cos φs cos φf cos ∆θ) (9)

that are to be sampled.
9

If s and f are instead represented as vectors in 3D Euclidean
PDB

pdb2dcrr

feature
extraction
(semantics)

DCRR

space, then the spherical distance may be computed as a

update
index

features

index

database
creation

function of their dot product:

features A

kNN search

features B

kNN search

result
merge
neighbors

s·f
ρ∆σ̂(s, f ) = ρ arccos(
)
||s|| ||f ||

(10)

voting

index A

For some fixed-length radial semantics the ρ factor may be

index B

final scores

database
searching

left out completely (in some cases the protein structure is
Figure 4: Database construction: PDB files converted to DCRR

normed to fit inside the S 2 sphere). Consider ∆σ̂, a set of

format and features are extracted, then loaded into an in-memory

pairwise inter-centroid spherical distances:


0 ∆σ̂1,2 , · · · ∆σ̂1,k−1
∆σ̂1,k





0
· · · ∆σ̂2,k−1
∆σ̂2,k 




..
..
 (11)
∀∆σ̂ = 
.
.






0
∆σ̂k−1,k 



0

index. Queries: PDB-based queries are converted into DCRR format, and extracted features are compared to the indices to determine best matches (kNN). Matches are aggregated, then filtered
by a voting process that picks the best results.

that allows new semantics and distance functions to be easily integrated. Protein features are extracted from both Q1

where Xix is the set of projected centroids for sphere i cen-

and W1 and stored as compressed objects. The semantics,

tered at Ψx , K is the size of Xix , j, k ∈ [1, K], ∆σ̂j,k ∼

distance functions, and segmentations listed in Table 1 are

∆σ̂(sj , fk ) : sj , fk ∈ Xix . sSumDist may be calculated

used for feature extraction:

as follows:
∀i :

Pix

=ρ

K−1
X

K
X

semantic
∆σ̂j,k

distance func.

(12)

j=1 k=j+1

sRad

sN ormDist, by extension, may be written as:
K−1
K
X X
ρ
∆σ̂j,k
∀i : Pix =
K(K − 1) j=1

sSumDist
(13)

sN ormDist

L2weighted

segments (dims)
12

(9, 10, 11, 12)

14

(11, 12, 13, 14)

16

(13, 14, 15, 16)

18

(15, 16, 17, 18)

33

(11, 13, 15, 17, 19,

k=j+1

Similarity of features sSumDist and sN ormDist are

21, 23, 25, 27)

computed using a weighted L2 metric. Features generated
from sDistDist are compared according to Wasserstein

Table 1: All of the semantic configurations used the same

distance.

L2weighted distance function as well as the same set of dims/segments parameters.

2.3. Indexing
Database construction is accomplished though a mostly

Segmentation for sRad is computed differently than for

reusable software pipeline that begins with the input of

the other two. For sRad a segmentation of 14 means that

PDB [26] files and result in the generation of multiple in-

each concentric ring segment will contain 1/14 of the pro-

dices. The construction has clearly defined extension points

teins overall density. For sSumDist and sN ormDist a
10

segmentation of 14 is calculated according to the following
rules:

• ω1 (P) : choose the class of the highest ranked neigh-

1. Determine dΨx , the distance to the the centroid Ψx ,

bor of the kNN search.
• ω2 (P) : from within the classes of the five highest

which is the furthest from the geometrical center of
the protein.

ranked neighbors of the kNN search, choose the most

2. Determine dmax = 2 ∗ dΨx , the maximum possible

frequently occurring class; if all classes occur with

distance between Ψx and any other centroid of the pro-

equal probability, then the highest ranked class is cho-

tein.

sen.

3. Determine dseg = dmax /14, the distance between the

• ω3 (P) : from within the classes of the five highest

perimeter of each concentric ring (segment).

ranked neighbors of the kNN search, choose the class
with the highest combined score.

At run-time, the compressed feature objects of W1 are
read into an in-memory MAM-based index, constituting the

Precision of the classifiers is calculated somewhat dif-

database. Both M-tree and onion-tree structures are used as

ferently than is typical for search algorithms. kNN-based

these databases. Database index searches use the kNN al-

queries will only return a maximum of k results. Precision

gorithm, identifying the most closely related proteins. An

@ N is a metric used in such cases to calculate the preci-

index is queried only with features built from the same se-

sion within the top N results of the query. This work adjusts

mantic as were used to construct the index. Queries are

the above metric such that N becomes Nkf a percentile of

executed that use both full and partial sets of feature dimen-

the overall query results (for example, the top ten percent).

sions. For example, a feature vector of length 14 may be

Precision @ Nkf is calculated, where Nkf = max(1, k/f )

truncated to a length of 11 for a given query.

and f ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 100), which accounts for situations when f < k by forcing Nkf = 1. Average precision

Similarly, the database search process is defined by

@ N for this experiment is calculated as:

a software pipeline (partially automated) that establishes
clearly defined integration points for new, or different combinations of feature sets. The product of the search pipeline

AvgP r(k) =

|Q
P1 |

P rq (Nkf )

q=1

is a set of the most closely related proteins and their distance scores, as well as several tables and graphs for use in
P rq (Nkf ) =

understanding the quality of the results. Figure 4 illustrates
both the database construction and query processes.

|R
Pq |

|Q1 |

(14)

rel(ri )

r=1

Nkf

, ri ∈ Rq

(15)

where Rq is the set of ranked results of a kNN query for
query protein q.

2.4. Classification
Three classification methods are evaluated, where classes

2.5. Voting

correspond to SCOP superfamilies.

Each classification

An integral component of the search pipeline is a voting

function ωm (P) estimates the correct class for protein P.

mechanism (the authors of DDPIn called this “healing”) by
11

which the search results from two index searches are com-

ments for a given query protein, the database protein that is

pared. Classifications that disagree are passed to a voting

most closely aligned with the query protein determines the

process. Classifications that agree are evaluated for correct-

estimated superfamily.

ness. The voting process evaluates the query protein in the
context of the neighborhood of the kNN proteins and classi-

2.5.1. Rotation

fies the query protein according to its closest match. Close-

Rotation is performed on two protein structures A and B,

ness is computed according to an alignment-based distance

each of which has an identified origin at its geometric cen-

function.

troid, that have been translated such that their origins coin-

The voting criteria in DDPIn was generated by a Smith-

cide. Prior to the actual rotation of the proteins, compute

Waterman DP matrix, based on the primary structure of the

the rotational coefficients:

query protein and the primary structures of the proteins in
the nearest neighborhood, for each index. In this experi-

1. Compute a set of normalized vectors Λ distributed uni-

ment, voting is implemented by spherical alignment algo-

formly in ℜ3 , where ∀a ∈ [1...n], λa is rooted at the

rithms and the effectiveness of each algorithm is compared.

origin. One way to accomplish this would be to create

Spherical alignment applies partitioning procedures that

a spherical mesh, centered at the origin, and use all n

take advantage of the representation of proteins in spheri-

normalized vectors of the mesh vertices.
2. Compute a set of angles Θ, where θt ∈ [0, 360] in mul-

cal space [21]. For a discussion of partitioning procedures

tiples of ∆θ̂, t is the number of elements in Θ. For ex-

refer to section 1.5.

ample, ∆θ̂ =

The alignment of two proteins is performed by the fol-

π
30

indicates increments of six degrees.

3. Compute a set of quaternions (see section 1.7) Υ such

lowing steps:

that υat represents the quaternion for rotation about
1. Surround two proteins A and B each with their own

λa for all θt degrees.

partitioned spheres;

4. Compute a set of conjugate quaternions Υ′ .

2. project the DCRR centroids of each protein to its surKeep the rotation of protein structure A fixed and iteratively

rounding sphere;

rotate protein structure B. Given function Γ(P ) that gener-

3. calculate structural distance by comparing the partition

ates quaternions for all points p in Euclidean structure P ,

sets of the two spheres;

and function Γ−1 (Q) that generates Euclidean points for

4. systematically rotate one or both of proteins A and B,
and finally;

all quaternions q in quaternion structure Q:

5. repeat the calculation and rotation steps until all rotaB̃ = Γ(B)

tions have been assigned distance metrics.

′
′
∀ {υat ∈ Υ, υat
∈ Υ′ } : B̃at = υat · B̃ · υat

The rotation that yields the least distance between partition
sets is the best alignment of the two proteins. Once the voting process has gathered the results of all the protein align12

(16)
(17)

B1at = Γ−1 (B̃at )

(18)

dat {∈ D} = d(A, B1at )

(19)

where d(·, ·) is a distance metric function for two protein

intersection algorithm. The number of intersection compu-

structures. The structural distance between A and B is de-

tations is reduced through the use of quad trees. For addi-

fined as the minimum value in D.

tional details see section 1.6.

2.5.2. Comparing Partition Sets

2.6. Platform

Structural distance may be computed by different methods,

Feature extraction and database searches both heavily de-

not altogether much different than prior methods suggested

pend upon CPU resources. All feature extraction, database

for viewpoint semantics.

searches, and voting alignment algorithms are implemented in Java and executed on modern 64-bit Java virtual

Method 1 (global, dG (·, ·)):

machines (JVMs) (IcedTea 1.7.5 b17 and Oracle JDK 1.6.0
b21-b25) running on the Linux operating system. Many dif-

1. Form a single surrounding sphere;
ferent compute nodes are used to generate the results (see
2. project each centroid to the surrounding, partitioned
Table 2).
sphere;
CPU spec

3. assign each partition a value (e.g. the number of centroids that occupy it), and;
4. compare partition distributions (using a Wasserstein or
some other, related metric).
Method 2 (concentric, dL (·, ·)):
1. Form several concentric spheres, isolating the DCRR

# nodes

memory

Amazon EC2 (high CPU, x-large)

4

7GB

dual-core AMD, 2GHz

1

4GB

2x4-core Xeon, 2.8GHz

1

4GB

2x4-core Xeon, 3.2GHz

1

8GB

2x12-core AMD, 2.1GHz

1

16GB

4x4-core AMD, 2.3GHz

1

32GB

centroids at predetermined radial intervals;
Table 2: Many compute nodes are required for feature object

2. project each centroid to its closest surrounding, parti-

builds as well as database searches. High CPU, x-large EC2

tioned sphere;
servers are configured with 20 EC2 units distributed over eight

3. for each concentric sphere, assign partition values -

cores.

each protein will have a set of distributions, one for
each concentric sphere;

In order to minimize data preparation time, feature object

4. cast the set of data for each protein as a multivariate

builds are distributed across available compute nodes.

feature vector, and;

3. Results

5. apply a multivariate feature comparison metric to determine similarity.

Sample build times for feature objects constructed from W1

Each partition value is the sum of the number of pro-

appear in Table 3. Builds were generated on compute nodes

jected centroids in that particular partition. Determining the

with up to eight cores using up to four cores per build pro-

partition counts is expensive and relies upon a ray/quad-tile

cess.
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The size of the compressed W1 feature object sets on

Feature Compression
0.0050

disk varies between 21.5MB and 185.2MB. Compressibility among W1 feature object sets varies, as can be

sSumDist
sNormDist
sRad

(sizeKB /(|Ψx | × segments)), where |Ψx | is the number
compression

of centroids in the feature set. Values of |Ψall |, |Ψbb | and

0.0035

|Ψsc | are 1163769, 593566 and 570203 respectively.

0.0040

0.0045

seen in Figure 5. Compression factors are calculated as

0.0030

3.1. Single Semantic Classification
With respect to the different centroid sets, Ψbb always gave
14/14

the highest scoring and most consistent results. sRadk=1 ,
16/16

15

17/18

sRadk=1 and sRadk=1 were tied as the highest scor-

20

25

30

segments

ing semantics. The next best centroid set was Ψall (ranking 2nd place in a six-way tie) for classifier ω1 and se-

Figure 5: Feature object compression factors across all centroids,

14/14

mantic sSumDistk=20 . Regardless of the classifier func-

semantics and segment sizes. A higher compression factor indi-

tion, the sRad semantic consistently generated the highest

cates a less compressible feature object set. sRad semantics con-

scoring classifications when compared to sSumDist and

sistently produce the least compressible feature object sets. Ψall
centroid sets show consistently larger compression factors than

16/16

sN ormDist. Semantic sSumDistk=3 yielded the most

Ψbb or Ψsc sets.

consistent scoring percentage of 70 percent across all three
classifiers. Of all the classifiers, ω1 generated the highest

classification scores for each of the semantics is shown in

scoring classifications (see Table 4). A single “best set” of

Figure 6.
Precision was the most stable for the sN ormDist and

semantic

Ψ

segments

time

sRad

all

17

10m

sRad

bb/sc

17

5m

sRad

all

33

32m

sRad

bb/sc

33

10m

sN ormDist

all

18

51h

sN ormDist

bb/sc

18

8.5h

sSumDist

all

18

36h

To improve classification prediction, the scores of seman-

sSumDist

bb/sc

18

9.25h

tics, each classified by ω1 , were input into the voting

sSumDist semantics.

The average precision @ Nkf ,

shown in Figure 7, indicates the relevancy of the top percentile (max(1, k/f )) of search results with respect to the
search size (k).

3.2. Vote-based Classification

process. Two different voting functions were measured:
Table 3: Sample feature object build times for W1 proteins. Fea-

dG (·, ·) and dL (·, ·). Both functions use spherical quad-

tures generated from more complex semantics take longer to build.

trees and the rhombic partitioning technique (section 1.5)
14

score

Ψbb

sRad

14

1

14

0.7388889

Ψbb

sRad

16

1

16

0.7388889

Ψbb

sRad

18

1

17

0.7388889

Ψbb

sRad

12

1

12

0.7166667

Ψbb

sN ormDist

33

3

15

0.7166667

Ψbb

sSumDist

18

7

18

0.7166667

Avg. Precision @ max(1,k/f), sNormDist (Ψbb)
0.8

dims

0.6

k

0.4

segments

precision

semantic

f=1
f=2
f=3
f=4
f=5
f=10
f=15
f=100

0.2

Ψ

Table 4: Top results of single semantic searches, classified by
ω1 . sRad consistently scores better than sN ormDist and sDist.

0.0

Ψbb was the highest scoring centroid data set.

0

10

Single Semantic Classification Accuracy (ω1, Ψbb)

20

30

40

k
seg = 33, dims = 15

0.8
10

0.2

f=1
f=2
f=3
f=4
f=5
f=10
f=15
f=100

20

30

40
0.0

0

0.4

precision

0.6

0.6
0.5

sRad, seg=14, dims=14
sNormDist, seg=33, dims=15
sSumDist, seg=18, dims=18

0.4

% correctly classified

0.7

Avg. Precision @ max(1,k/f), sRad (Ψbb)

k

0

10

20

30

40

k
seg = 14, dims = 14

Figure 6: sRad provides the best classification at very small k
values. However, sRad classification rapidly deteriorates as k

Figure 7: Precision metrics for the sN ormDist and sRad seincreases whereas sN ormDist and sSumDist are much more
mantics. Both semantics give rise to more precise classificastable.
tions at lower k values. sRad gives the best results at k = 1,
sN ormDist gives more high scoring results as k continues to

to partition spherical surfaces. Quad-trees were constructed

increase.

with the following depths: 0 (no child nodes, only root
nodes), 1, and 2. Deeper trees required more time to align
than more shallow trees.

of semantics were passed on to the voting process. Results
from the voting process (number of proteins classified cor-

Only proteins that were classified differently by a pair
15

rectly vs. incorrectly) were merged with the classification

dL(⋅, ⋅) algorithm, 0 split(s)

0.69

5

10
∆θt

dG(⋅, ⋅) algorithm, 2 split(s)

dL(⋅, ⋅) algorithm, 2 split(s)

precision
5

10
∆θt

ring; distance between the ring vectors was then computed
using L2 .

15

15

0.750

precision

ment to produce a vector of distances, one distance for each

10
∆θt

0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80

dL (·, ·) applied average pairwise distance to each ring seg-

dL(⋅, ⋅) algorithm, 1 split(s)

15

0.780

tion based on the average pairwise distance. dG (·, ·) applied
the average pairwise distance function as its distance metric.

dG(⋅, ⋅) algorithm, 1 split(s)

precision
5

10
∆θt

0.770

the voting algorithms made use of an internal distance func-

5

0.760

precision

sifications in combination with centroids from Ψbb . Each of

15

0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80

and the results are summarized in Figure 8.

10
∆θt

0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76

5

The dG (·, ·) function produced the highest scoring clas-

0.73

precision

0.75

precision

0.71

sification score. Both voting functions were applied to the


14/14
15/16
following semantic pair: sRadk=1 , sN ormDistk=2

0.73

results from the paired semantics to generate the final clas-

0.71

0.77

0.75

dG(⋅, ⋅) algorithm, 0 split(s)

15

5
Ψall

Ψbb

Ψsc

10

15

∆θt

Figure 8: dG performs well using quad-trees of depths 1 and 2,

dL sampled the protein space using variable-width ring

though for different centroid classes (Ψbb and Ψall ). dL under-

segments such that each ring contained roughly 10 percent

performs when compared to dG , but shows some improvement us-

of the protein density (reused sRad-based segmentation).

ing deeper quad-trees.

For both the dG and dL functions, voting was executed with
Efforts were made to identify which version of SCOP

the following values of ∆θ (in degrees): 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10,

was used to produce 180 unique superfamilies, the query

12, 18.

proteins, and 1800 non-overlapping W1 proteins. No such
version of SCOP was identified. In addition, the testing per-

4. Discussion

formed in DDPIn was executed against SCOP version 1.65,
an older version of the database.

Building the protein set W1 presented several challenges.
Many revisions of SCOP have been released, and in the

Of the 1799 proteins constituting W1 , each was chosen

latest revision one of the query (Q1 ) proteins has been re-

to avoid overlap with those from the query set. It’s not clear

classified such that it belongs in the same superfamily as

if prior works applied the same selection filter. If they did

another, chains 1din-A and 1xyz-E are both currently clas-

not, then that presents at least two concerns: (a) their query

sified as superfamily c.69.1. The result is that there really

set may have contained protein chains that were duplicated

only 179 unique superfamilies. However, to maintain con-

in the searchable set (W1 ), and; (b) if there were duplicate

sistency with prior work, the same query set was reused

proteins between the two sets, then that could account for

without modification. A side-effect of that decision is that

the higher results observed in their experiments. It is very

superfamily c.69.1 actually has 19 members in W1 as op-

likely that the W1 sets in DDPIn and this experiment are

posed to all of the others, which have 10.

significantly different.
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Generating the feature objects presented other chal-

What follows is an example of how this was useful to this

lenges. Each PDB protein file is read from disk and con-

experiment. Several database object files were corrupted by

verted to DCRR format in memory. As part of that pro-

a bug in a semantic function, and as a result were crashing

cess, centroid filtering is performed such that only one of

search operations. Only a small part of each database ob-

the centroid sets is transformed (Ψall , Ψbb or Ψsc ) at a time.

ject file was actually corrupted (less than 3 percent). Due to

Data transformation operations are applied to the centroids

the flexible nature of the format, it was trivial to determine

to generate the feature objects.

which proteins had been compromised, strip them from the
database object, regenerate smaller database object files for

The transformation process can be very time consum-

only those proteins, and then merge the newly generated ob-

ing depending on the nature of the semantic. This work

jects back into the main database object file. This was very

dealt with that problem by leveraging many CPU resources

advantageous due to the many hours required to rebuild sev-

to split up the work. A consequence of that decision was

eral complete searchable database object files from scratch.

the tedious and time consuming data replication overhead
required to keep each of the compute nodes in sync and up

Database objects were initially loaded into M-tree struc-

to date with the latest code and script changes. However,

tures to prepare for search operations. The M-tree libraries

considering the many CPU hours required for the experi-

that were integrated with the project presented their own

ment, there was little other choice if the experiment was to

challenges. First, there was very little documentation sup-

be finished within the given time constraints. Transforma-

plied with the libraries, leaving much room for guesswork.

tion processes generally did not require much memory - the

Source code for the library is not publicly available. Sec-

limited resource was the CPU.

ond, memory required by the M-tree structure started to become a limiting factor in terms of which compute nodes

Feature objects from both the Q1 and W1 were stored

would be able to load the full database into memory. Fi-

as compressed text files. While such a format is arguably

nally, the M-tree structure proved to be unstable in several

not the most compact, it does have advantages. First, be-

aspects, generating stack overflows and null pointer excep-

cause it is a text file, there are a wide range of shell-based

tions for certain semantic function configurations. Both the

operations that may be performed on the file very easily.

old and new releases of the library suffered from stability

Some examples are verification of contents, summarizing

issues.

proteins contained in a feature object, filtering proteins from
a feature object, and adding new protein features to an exist-

Problems with the M-tree led the research to consider

ing object file. In addition, because compressed files have

the onion-tree structure.

a smaller on-disk footprint, fewer I/Os are required when

eral advantages, the first of which was that the complete

loading the database into memory, at the expense of addi-

source code was available online. In addition, the algo-

tional CPU overhead to decompress the data. A smaller

rithm was concise and easy to integrate with the rest of

footprint is also more friendly to both hardware block level

the experiment. Onion-tree was designed to be used as an

and OS file system level caching mechanisms.

in-memory database and as such presented a very compact
17

The onion-tree presented sev-

in-memory representation that allowed all object databases

a stable baseline. The performance difference of sRad be-

to be loaded on all available compute nodes. Finally, the

tween DDPIn and this experiment is remarkable. DDPIn

onion-tree structure had been optimized to reduce the num-

claims to have achieved a classification success rate above

ber of distance calculations required for kNN and range-

90 percent with their sRad implementation, while this ex-

based queries, the result of which was faster observable

periment’s implementation of sRad peaked at just under 74

search times, when compared to those of M-tree. As such,

percent using the same classifier.

much of the testing performed in this experiment made use

One possible reason for this difference is the imple-

of the onion-tree, though some of the early results generated

mentation details of the segmentation algorithm. While

from M-tree were kept.

the underlying details of DDPIn’s sRad implementation

Significant effort was put into continuously refactoring

are unknown, this work’s implementation grouped “left-

both the search and feature extraction processes to scale

over” centroids (remainders of |Ψx |/segments) such that

properly across a variety of compute node configurations.

they were distributed in sequential fashion starting with the

Several off-the-shelf Java parallel programming libraries

inner-most ring segments and moving outward. An alterna-

were investigated as candidates to manage the parallelism

tive (untested) implementation might attempt to distribute

within the algorithms. None of those evaluated met this

them more evenly over the available ring segments to avoid

work’s requirements with respect to all of the following: (a)

a consistently higher density of centroids in the inner-most

ease of integration to the existing code base; (b) run-time

rings. DDPIn’s weighting scheme was also slightly differ-

overhead, and; (c) configurability and extendability. Conse-

ent, squaring the weight vector components as part of the

quently, a custom parallel programming library was written

L2weighted calculation.

to support the experiment. The interface is fairly high level

A more obvious potential cause for misclassification

and could be adapted, without much effort, to wrap a third

stems from the fact that the searchable protein set, W1 , was

party threading library, should one surface that meets the

probably constructed much differently in DDPIn than in this

needs of this work.

experiment. As stated earlier, this work picked proteins

Classification results were consistently better for

at random and avoided duplicating proteins in Q1 . Mini-

searches using Ψbb models than the others. Initial think-

mal additional filtering was applied to the selection process.

ing was that the richer data set provided by Ψall and Ψsc

DDPIn’s selection process is unclear, however, it is likely

models would also support consistently high-scoring classi-

that more effort was made to obtain proteins in the W1 set

fications. This proved not to be the case.

that are more representative of their respective superfamily.
A selection process focused on higher-quality W1 proteins

The classification results are somewhat disappointing.

could significantly change the outcome of the classification

Based on results of prior work, in particular DDPIn, the

process. It is also possible that in DDPIn’s experiment there

expectations were high for this experiment — especially

were overlaps between the protein chains in Q1 and W1 .

for the semantic that replicates the sRad algorithm from
DDPIn. In fact, the sRad semantic was expected to act as

The original intent was to measure the effectiveness of
18

the classifiers using precision and recall metrics calculated

PDB Chain

from the kNN search results. However, it quickly became

SCOP sf

|Ψall |

|Ψbb |

|Ψsc |

1c2n-A

a.3.1.1

4640

2320

2320

apparent that some changes to the metric calculation would

1cx1-A

b.18.1.14

6732

3366

3366

be appropriate. For example, with a kNN search, the there

1kc6-B

c.52.1.19

487

247

240

is no difference between the total number of objects re-

1kpg-A

c.66.1.18

533

276

257

trieved (divisor of precision) and the total number of rel-

1ret-A

a.4.1.2

1462

731

731

evant objects that could have been retrieved (divisor of re-

1thj-C

b.81.1.5

410

213

197

call) - they’re both equal to k. Since precision and recall

1wiu-A

b.1.1.4

5580

2790

2790

reduce to the same value, it was decided that only precision

2bby-A

a.4.5.15

4140

2070

2070

would be reported.

7cel-A

b.29.1.10

817

433

384

Precision can be computed with respect to some top perTable 5: Consistently misclassified proteins. No combination of

centile of the returned objects, called precision @ N , where

search and/or voting parameters properly classified these. Notably

N has a value greater than zero and less than the total num-

absent from the list are protein chains in the d domain (α + β).

ber of objects retrieved. The graphs in Figure 7 show that
while sRad and sN ormDist show similar precision at low
k values, sN ormDist reports a higher precision for more

while this work applied one of two purely structural dis-

top-level entries than sRad. This is an important behavioral

tance functions.

difference between the two semantics: A search operation
The dL (·, ·) function is much more flexible than its dG

using sRad is more likely to retrieve a correct single match,

counterpart. For example, ring segment size is configurable

but the same search using sN ormDist is more likely to re-

and can be set to use fixed widths, or percentiles based on

trieve several correct matches.

the protein density. Unfortunately, due to time constraints,
There is a small group of proteins for which all combi-

a very limited set of configurations was tested with the dL

nations and configurations of semantic and voting functions

function. It is very possible that better classification scores

failed to properly classify. It is possible that these proteins

are attainable by adjusting the parameters of the dL func-

may not be representative of their respective superfamilies.

tion.

Further investigation is required. The list of unclassifiable
As it currently stands, the tested configuration of dL per-

proteins appears in Table 5 and includes the centroid count

formed worse than dG . This may be due to the fact the the

for each protein along with its SCOP classification.

tested configurations of dL used the same radial segmenVoting did significantly improve classification results,

tation algorithm as sRad. Given that fact, along with the

bringing the top score from 73.889 percent to 80.000 per-

knowledge that dL was voting on proteins that sRad and

cent. An important difference between DDPIn’s voting

sN ormDist had disagreed upon, it is quite possible that dL

mechanism and that of this experiment is that DDPIn used a

generated biased results. Other configurations of dL could

Smith-Waterman DP procedure based on protein sequence,

be much less biased.
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5. Future Work

research, future work should also investigate distributed application platforms for simplifying the process of leveraging

Several opportunities exist for future work.

The exist-

many compute nodes. Map-reduce algorithms are a current

ing L2weighted distance function applies a non-normalized

trend in large scale parallel computing and several frame-

weight vector instead of one that has been normalized to

works have been successfully developed [27] [28] [29]. It

unit vector form, which could cause an unintended distor-

seems quite possible that the algorithms presented in this

tion of the original feature vector values. Future work could

work could be ported to execute in a map-reduce environ-

improve upon this by simply normalizing the weight vector

ment. Ray-tile intersection seems a likely candidate for op-

before applying the weighted function.

timization in a map-reduce framework running on graphics

Second, there is a need for a more modern, standard-

processing units (GPUs).

ized working protein set for both protein query (Q1 ) and
Voting could be enhanced with additional, pluggable vot-

database (W1 ) objects. The data sets used in this experiment

ing mechanisms. Ideally the additional voting algorithms

are based on those of prior experiments which were per-

would retain the structure-based essence of this work. For

formed long before the latest revision of the SCOP database.

example, Matt is a structurally-based DP algorithm (vs.

In addition, more care could be taken when selecting pro-

sequentially-based DP) [30]. Matt is able to perform mul-

teins for this data set to ensure that the selected proteins are

tiple alignments, and uses local protein structure geometry

indeed truly representative of their respective superfamilies.

in its DP calculations. The implementation of Matt is freely

New semantic functions could also be developed for

available [31].

use in the feature extraction process. For example, an
sDistDist semantic that would compare the spherical dis-

In addition, the set of proteins applied in the voting pro-

tributions between two sets of centroid shells, perhaps based

cess could be adjusted. The current implementation only

on the average minimum pairwise distance function.

votes on the proteins in the nearest neighborhood of each in-

3D Zernike (3DZ) descriptors have been shown to be

dependent classification process. Another approach would

useful for representing objects in spherical space [4] [5].

be to additionally include in the voting process all other pro-

Future research would do well to apply them to the struc-

teins belonging to the superfamilies of those proteins that

tural indexing process described in this research. As some-

appeared in the same neighborhood.

thing to keep in mind, it is quite costly to build the database

The process of assigning spherical partition values could

and query objects with the comparatively simpler algo-

also be enhanced. Instead of assigning partitions simple

rithms that were tested in this experiment. An implemen-

count values (like the current implementation), a deeper

tation of a feature extraction process that uses 3DZ would

spherical quad-tree could be created to yield very small par-

most likely be very heavy computationally, and so it would

titions. These partitions could be treated as pixels on a

be important to have access to a large number of computing

spherical screen. When centroids are projected, they could

nodes.

be drawn as Gaussian splats on the screen, instead of be-

Given that additional CPU nodes would speed up this

ing projected as single-point rays. Overlapping spats would
20

cause a pixel to have a higher, darker value. This approach

A Web-based Application Programming Interface (API)

should give better detail as to the overlap and proximity of

would offer, at a minimum, the following services:

neighboring centroids, however the number of partitions is

• compare(A : protein, B : protein) : score

expected to be greater and therefore the computational time

• neighbors(A : protein, N : howM any) :

is expected to significantly increase.

(P : List{pdbId}, S : List{score})

As part of an effort to scale this research to support larger
data set sizes, future research should consider on-disk, or

6. Conclusion

hybrid on-disk/in-memory MAM-based index structures.
The size of the data set in this experiment is somewhat lim-

This experiment breaks new ground in several ways, the first

ited in scope; a larger data set would require more memory.

of which is the use of the DCRR model for protein structure

Although the available memory in computers today signifi-

indexing. DCRR models were also used in the structural

cantly outpaces that which was available in prior computer

alignment of proteins during the voting process. In addi-

generations, there still exists a tangible limit, especially for

tion, this work develops and applies the concept of protein

research institutions on a budget. A comprehensive data

features generated from centroid spherical distance distribu-

set encompassing all known proteins would likely not fit

tions for the purpose of structural protein indexing. Further-

into memory and would need to be accessed on-disk, which

more, spherical quad trees are built, not using trixels, but in-

would introduce performance issues due to the higher la-

stead using a polyhedron of rhombic faces, which results in

tency required for disk-based I/O. As an example of an

more uniform partitioning of a spherical surface. This work

MAM-based index with such support, a recently published

could be easily generalized for application to other centroid-

cousin of M-trees, the Nested Approximate eQuivalence

based representations for different types of molecules, for

class (NAQ)-tree [32] seems to offer a significant perfor-

example carbohydrates.

mance improvement for disk-based MAMs. Another al-

6.1. Acronyms

ternative would be to maintain the in-memory design and
instead fragment the database, distributing it over multiple compute nodes, and modifying the search/scoring algorithms to take this fragmentation into account.
Finally, a Web-based interface to this search engine

3DZ

3D Zernike

AFP

aligned fragment pair

API

Application Programming Interface

CDF

cumulative distribution function

CE

Combinatorial Extension

would be ideal for sharing this work with other researchers.
An Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), web-based interface would allow single-protein queries, given a PDB input
file. Candidates for web automation interfaces include a
DCRR Double Centroid Reduced Representation

Web Services-based interface, as well as a Representational

DDPIn Distance and Density based Protein Indexing

State Transfer (REST)-base interface.
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DP

Dynamic Programming

GPU

graphics processing unit

i, j, k are imaginary. The conjugate of a quaternion is found by negating the imaginary components (but not the real component). In this work

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

quaternions are applied to simplify the rotation of

JVM

Java virtual machine

protein structures around arbitrary axes, page 8.

kNN

k-nearest neighbor

ω

classification function, page 11.

MAM

Metric access method

ℜn

n-dimensional Euclidean space, page 3.

MDI

multi-dimensional indexing
dG , dL protein alignment algorithms that, for two or more

M-tree metric tree

proteins, project centroids of each protein to a parti-

NAQ

Nested Approximate eQuivalence class

tioned spherical surface. Centroids are rotated sys-

PDB

Protein Data Bank

REST

Representational State Transfer

tematically and the distance between partition sets
is computed at each rotation. The best alignment
occurs at the minimum distance between two partitioned surfaces. dG uses a single, global partition

RMSD Root Mean Square Deviation

set for each protein. dL uses concentric partition

SCOP Structural Classification Of Proteins
SSAP

sets, page 13.

Sequential Structure Alignment Program

Lp

vector space in which p-norms of such vectors are
referred to as Lp norms, or Lp distance. L2 is Euclidean distance, page 4.

S2

6.2. Glossary

unit sphere in ℜ3 with a radius of 1, page 10.
x/y

Ψ

sRadk=z Shorthand notation for a query configuration

symbol for centroid. Ψc is the symbol used to rep-

(most likely associated with some set of classifi-

resent a class of centroids for one or more proteins,

cation results) using features generated from a spe-

where c may indicate all centroid classes (Ψall ), the

cific semantic. In this example, sRad is the seman-

class of backbone centroids (Ψbb ) or the class of

tic, x represents the number of feature dimensions

side-chain centroids (Ψsc ). Ψx is written to repre-

that were input into the structural distance func-

sent a singular centroid of an arbitrary class, page 1.
H

tion (all dimensions are only used for some con-

Hamiltonian, or quaternion space. Quaternions are

figurations), y indicates the overall number of fea-

represented using a single real component and three

ture dimensions and z is the size of the kNN search,

imaginary components q = w+ix+jy+kz, where

page 14.
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k-nearest neighbor is a non-parametric technique for

comparison,” in Computer Methods for Macromolec-

building (or identifying) a cluster of n data points

ular Sequence Analysis (R. F. Doolittle, ed.), vol. 266

around a sample point x, and is implemented by ex-

of Methods in Enzymology, pp. 617 – 635, Academic

panding a “window” or “cell” size around the sam-

Press, 1996.

ple point x until the window encompasses n data

[2] I. N. Shindyalov and P. E. Bourne, “Protein struc-

points. The related probability density function can
be written as pn (x) =

kn /n
Vn ,

ture alignment by incremental combinatorial extenwhere Vn is the vol-

sion (CE) of the optimal path,” Protein Engineering,

ume of the window [11], page 3.
vol. 11, no. 9, pp. 739–747, 1998.
centroid Centroids are computed from the geometric av[3] V. M. Reyes and V. N. Sheth, “Visualization of pro-

erage of a collection of atoms that constitute some

tein 3D structures in ’Double-Centroid’ Reduced Rep-

significant aspect of an amino acid. For example,

resentation: Application to ligand binding site model-

this work makes use of backbone centroids and

ing and screening,” Handbook of Research in Com-

side-chain centroids. For a given amino acid, the

putational and Systems Biology: Interdisciplinary Ap-

backbone centroid is computed from the N , O, C

proaches, 2010. In press.

and Cα atoms of the acid’s backbone. The sidechain centroid is computed from the molecules that

[4] L. Mak, S. Grandison, and R. J. Morris, “An exten-

make up the R-group of the amino acid, page 1.

sion of spherical harmonics to region-based rotationally invariant descriptors for molecular shape descrip-

M-tree metric access method used to organize and search

tion and comparison,” Journal of Molecular Graphics

large data sets from a generic “metric space [15],

and Modelling, vol. 26, no. 7, pp. 1035 – 1045, 2008.

page 5.
spherical distance is the great circle distance measured

[5] M. Novotni and R. Klein, “Shape retrieval using 3D

between two points which lay on the surface of a

zernike descriptors,” Computer-Aided Design, vol. 36,

sphere; it is the length of the shortest arc that may

no. 11, pp. 1047 – 1062, 2004. Solid Modeling Theory

be drawn between the two points, page 9.

and Applications.

Wasserstein metric also known as earth mover’s distance,

[6] P. Papadakis, I. Pratikakis, S. Perantonis, and T. Theo-

is the distance between two probability distribu-

haris, “Efficient 3D shape matching and retrieval us-

tions in a metric space, page 4.

ing a concrete radialized spherical projection representation,” Pattern Recogn., vol. 40, pp. 2437–2452,
September 2007.
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